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PLENTY OF EVIDENCE PLENTY OF EVIDENCE 
FOR THE EXISTENCE OF FOR THE EXISTENCE OF 
DARK MATTERDARK MATTER
••

 
Gravitational effects around galaxiesGravitational effects around galaxies

••
 

The  observation of the collision of two The  observation of the collision of two 
galaxy clusters (togalaxy clusters (to--day 3.5day 3.5101099

 
ly away ly away 

from us, 2from us, 2101066
 

ly apart)ly apart)
••

 
Cosmological Observations, confirmed by  Cosmological Observations, confirmed by  
WMAP, of the dominance of dark matter WMAP, of the dominance of dark matter 
in the universe (together with dark in the universe (together with dark 
energy)        energy)        



Slicing the Pie of the CosmosSlicing the Pie of the Cosmos
 

(WMAP5):(WMAP5):
 ΩΩ

 
CDM CDM ==0.240.24±±0.02,0.02,

 
ΩΩ

 
ΛΛ

 

==0.720.72±±0.040.04,,
 ΩΩ

 
b b ==0.0.040422±±0.00.00303

The pie  ToThe pie  To--day     day     The pie at age t=400000 yThe pie at age t=400000 y
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Dark Matter exists!                       Dark Matter exists!                       
What is the nature of dark matter?What is the nature of dark matter?

It is not known.  However:It is not known.  However:
••

 
It possesses gravitational interactions It possesses gravitational interactions ((from the rotation from the rotation 
curves)curves)

••
 

No other long range interaction is allowed. Otherwise it would No other long range interaction is allowed. Otherwise it would 
have formed have formed ““atomsatoms””

 
and , hence, stars etc. So and , hence, stars etc. So 

It isIt is
 

electrically neutral electrically neutral 
••

 
It does not interactIt does not interact

 
stronglystrongly

 
(if it did, it should have already (if it did, it should have already 

been detected)been detected)
••

 
It may (hopefully!) posses some very weak interactionIt may (hopefully!) posses some very weak interaction

 


WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive Particles)WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive Particles)
This will depend on the assumed theory This will depend on the assumed theory 

••
 

Such an interaction may be exploited Such an interaction may be exploited for its direct detectionfor its direct detection
••

 
The smallness of  the strength of such an interaction and its The smallness of  the strength of such an interaction and its 
low energylow energy

 
makes its makes its direct detection extremely difficultdirect detection extremely difficult.  .  So we So we 

have to seek for its special signatures, if any.have to seek for its special signatures, if any.



The Direct Detection of Dark MatterThe Direct Detection of Dark Matter
••

 
Is crucial to both particle physics and cosmologyIs crucial to both particle physics and cosmology

••
 

The standard experiments attempt to measure the The standard experiments attempt to measure the 
energy of the recoiling nucleusenergy of the recoiling nucleus

••
 

These experiments are very difficult since the These experiments are very difficult since the 
recoiling nucleus signature cannot be distinguished recoiling nucleus signature cannot be distinguished 
from that of the backgroundfrom that of the background

••
 

The backgrounds are formidable, since the sought  The backgrounds are formidable, since the sought  
counting rates are extremely lowcounting rates are extremely low

••
 

So ingenious experimental approaches are neededSo ingenious experimental approaches are needed
exploiting any  characteristic signatures of the exploiting any  characteristic signatures of the 
reactionreaction
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DARK MATTER (WIMP) CANDIDATESDARK MATTER (WIMP) CANDIDATES
••

 
The axionThe axion::

 
1010--6 6 eVeV<<mm

 
a a <10<10--3 3 eVeV

••
 

The neutrinoThe neutrino: : It is not dominant. It is not cold, not It is not dominant. It is not cold, not CDMCDM..
••

 
Supersymmetric particlesSupersymmetric particles..

 
Many possibilitiesMany possibilities::

ii) ) ss--νετρίνονετρίνο: : More or less Excluded on the basis of results of More or less Excluded on the basis of results of 
underground experiments and accelerator experimentsunderground experiments and accelerator experiments

 
(LEP)(LEP)

ii) ii) GravitinoGravitino: : Interesting possibility, but not directly detectableInteresting possibility, but not directly detectable
iiiiii) ) ΑΑxinoxino: : Interesting, but not directly detectableInteresting, but not directly detectable
iv)iv)

 
AA

 
Majorana fermionMajorana fermion, , the the neutralino neutralino oror

 
LSP LSP 

((Lightest Supersymmetric ParticleLightest Supersymmetric Particle):):
 

A linear    A linear    
combination of the 2 neutral gauginos and the 2     combination of the 2 neutral gauginos and the 2     
neutral Higgsinos. neutral Higgsinos. MOST FAVORITE  CANDIDATE!MOST FAVORITE  CANDIDATE!

••
 

Particles from Universal Extra Dimension Theories  (e.g. KaluzaParticles from Universal Extra Dimension Theories  (e.g. Kaluza--
 Klein WIMPs)Klein WIMPs)

••
 

The Lightest Technibaryon, LTB (GudnasonThe Lightest Technibaryon, LTB (Gudnason--KouvarisKouvaris--Sannino)Sannino)
••

 
Secluded Dark matter Mediated by a very light gauge bosonSecluded Dark matter Mediated by a very light gauge boson
(introduced to explain the e(introduced to explain the e++,e,e--

 
excess in cosmic rays) excess in cosmic rays) 



I: Essential Physics IngredientsI: Essential Physics Ingredients
••

 
A particle model for WIMPs. A particle model for WIMPs. ItIt

 
must yield the must yield the 

amplitude at  the quark level. The most crucial amplitude at  the quark level. The most crucial 
element of any theory.element of any theory.

--
 

Many theoretical modelsMany theoretical models
--

 
The most favored scenario is provided by R The most favored scenario is provided by R 
parity conserving Supersymmetry (LSP)parity conserving Supersymmetry (LSP)

•• Ib : A model for the nucleon Ib : A model for the nucleon (going (going 
from the quark to the nucleon level is from the quark to the nucleon level is 
NOT TRIVIAL)NOT TRIVIAL)

•• Ic : Some nuclear physics inputIc : Some nuclear physics input..
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II:The WIMP Velocity Distribution and densityII:The WIMP Velocity Distribution and density
••

 
1) Conventional:1) Conventional:

 
Isothermal models. Such asIsothermal models. Such as

MaxwellMaxwell--BoltzmannBoltzmann
 

(symmetric or axially symmetric) (symmetric or axially symmetric) 
with characteristic velocity equal to the sunwith characteristic velocity equal to the sun’’s velocity s velocity 
around the center of the  galaxy, around the center of the  galaxy, υυ

 
ΜΒΜΒ

 

= = υυ0 0 = 220 km/s, = 220 km/s, 
and escape velocity  and escape velocity  υυesc esc =2.84=2.84υυ00

 

, put in by hand., put in by hand.
••

 
2) From halo models employing 2) From halo models employing EddingtonEddington’’s approachs approach: : 
Start with density Start with density ρρ==ρρ((rr). Solve Poisson). Solve Poisson’’s eq. to get s eq. to get 

ΦΦ
 

==ΦΦ((rr) ) 
 

ρρ
 

==
 

ρρ((ΦΦ) ) 


 
bounded distribution f(bounded distribution f(r,vr,v) (JDV) (JDV--Owen)Owen)
It leads approximate axially symmetric MIt leads approximate axially symmetric M--BB

••
 

3) Axially symmetric velocity distributions 3) Axially symmetric velocity distributions extracted extracted 
from  realistic halo densities via simulations from  realistic halo densities via simulations Tsallis Tsallis 
type functionstype functions

 
(Hansen, Host and JDV(Hansen, Host and JDV))
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A. The standard not directional  Total A. The standard not directional  Total 
event rate for the coherent modeevent rate for the coherent mode
••

 

The number of events during time t is given byThe number of events during time t is given by::

Where:Where:
••

 

μμrr

 

is the reduced mass of the nucleusis the reduced mass of the nucleus--WIMP systemWIMP system
••

 

ttcoh ,coh ,

 

hhcoh  coh  depend on nuclear physics, depend on nuclear physics, μμrr

 

and the velocity distributionand the velocity distribution
••

 

ρρ(0)(0)::

 

the local WIMP densitythe local WIMP density≈≈0.3 GeV/cm0.3 GeV/cm33..
σσSS

 

pp,,χχ

 

: the WIMP: the WIMP--nucleon cross section. nucleon cross section. It is computed in a particle model.It is computed in a particle model.
It can also be extractedIt can also be extracted

 

from the data from the data once once ffcoh coh (A,m(A,mχχ

 

))

 

is knownis known



The coherent event rate The coherent event rate as a as a function of the function of the 
WIMP mass for a light target, WIMP mass for a light target, A=32, (a) A=32, (a) and and 
a heavy a heavy target, target, A=131, (b) A=131, (b) for  for  σσSS

 
pp,,χχ

 

=10=10--77pbpb
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Extraction of the coherent nucleon cross Extraction of the coherent nucleon cross 
section from the data section from the data (CDMS II, arXiv (CDMS II, arXiv 
0912.3592 [astro0912.3592 [astro--ph])ph])
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Extraction of the coherent nucleon cross section Extraction of the coherent nucleon cross section 
from the data from the data (Xenon100, arXiv 1005.0380 [astro(Xenon100, arXiv 1005.0380 [astro--ph])ph])
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Novel approachesNovel approaches: : Exploitation ofExploitation of
 other signaturesother signatures

 
of the reactionof the reaction

••
 

The modulation effectThe modulation effect: The  seasonal, due to the : The  seasonal, due to the 
motion of the Earth, dependence of the rate.motion of the Earth, dependence of the rate.

••
 

Asymmetry measurements in directional Asymmetry measurements in directional 
experiments experiments (the (the direction of the recoiling direction of the recoiling 
nucleusnucleus

 
must also be measured).must also be measured).

••
 

Detection of other particles (electrons, XDetection of other particles (electrons, X--rays), rays), 
produced during the LSPproduced during the LSP--nucleus collisionnucleus collision

••
 

The excitationThe excitation
 

of the nucleus (in some cases , of the nucleus (in some cases , 
e.g. heavy WIMP etc, that this is realistic) ande.g. heavy WIMP etc, that this is realistic) and

 detection of the subsequently emitted dedetection of the subsequently emitted de--
 excitationexcitation

 
γγ

 
rays.rays.

••
 

Transitions to excited WIMP statesTransitions to excited WIMP states



Seasonal Dependence of the RateSeasonal Dependence of the Rate
 (The modulation effect)(The modulation effect)
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THETHE
 

MODULATION EFFECTMODULATION EFFECT
 (continued)(continued)

••R=RR=R
 0 0 (1+h(1+h

 
coscosαα))

αα
 

is the phase of the Earth    is the phase of the Earth    
((αα=0 around June 3nd)   =0 around June 3nd)   

••h=modulation amplitudeh=modulation amplitude..
•• RR

 00
 

=time averaged rate=time averaged rate..



The modulation amplitude The modulation amplitude as a as a function of the WIMP function of the WIMP 
mass for a light target, mass for a light target, A=32, (a) A=32, (a) and a heavy and a heavy 
target, target, A=131, (b). Note the change in sign in (b).A=131, (b). Note the change in sign in (b).
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Extraction of all the elementary cross Extraction of all the elementary cross 
sections from the data, i.e. the rates Rsections from the data, i.e. the rates R
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The previous equation for a number The previous equation for a number 
of targets Aof targets A

 i i becomesbecomes
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It is adequate to consider one target with It is adequate to consider one target with 
dominant proton component, e.g. Adominant proton component, e.g. A

 
22

 

==1919F, one F, one 
with a dominant neutron component, e.g. with a dominant neutron component, e.g. 
AA

 
33

 

==7373Ge, and one with both, e.g. AGe, and one with both, e.g. A
 

11

 

==127127I. I. 
Then the solutions attain simple analytic formThen the solutions attain simple analytic form..
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Preliminary Results Preliminary Results (Canoni, JDV, Gomez)(Canoni, JDV, Gomez):  :  
Using the current Exp. limits:Using the current Exp. limits:

 
R(R(7373Ge)= R(Ge)= R(127127I)=1 kgI)=1 kg--11

 
yy--11
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Theoretical Results Theoretical Results (Canoni, JDV,Gomez):(Canoni, JDV,Gomez):
 Constrained minimal SUSY Standard modelConstrained minimal SUSY Standard model
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B. The directional event rate B. The directional event rate 
(The direction of recoil is also observed)(The direction of recoil is also observed)
••

 
The calculation will proceed in two steps:The calculation will proceed in two steps:

••
 

A) In a direction fixed in galactic coordinates:A) In a direction fixed in galactic coordinates:
--The directional event rate will show The directional event rate will show an an 
asymmetry asymmetry due to the sundue to the sun’’s motion around the s motion around the 
galaxy.galaxy.
--Due to the EarthDue to the Earth’’s annual motion it will show a s annual motion it will show a 
modulation with very characteristic signaturemodulation with very characteristic signature

••
 

B) The direction of observation fixed in the labB) The direction of observation fixed in the lab..
--ThenThen

 
Diurnal variation Diurnal variation due to the rotation of due to the rotation of 

the Earththe Earth BNL Seminar         Nov. 10/2010BNL Seminar         Nov. 10/2010



For Directional Experiments. For Directional Experiments. A peak in A peak in 
the direction opposite to the Sunthe direction opposite to the Sun’’s velocitys velocity

 (Courtesy of Anne Green)(Courtesy of Anne Green)
The apparent WIMP fluxThe apparent WIMP flux Time variation of event rateTime variation of event rate
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The directional event rateThe directional event rate
 (The direction of recoil is observed)(The direction of recoil is observed)
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The directional event rateThe directional event rate
 (The direction of recoil is observed)(The direction of recoil is observed)

••
 

The event rate in a direction The event rate in a direction fixed in the galactic frame fixed in the galactic frame iis:s:

RR
 

dirdir

 

=(=(κκ/2/2ππ))RR
 

00

 

[1+h[1+h
 

mm

 

cos(cos(αα--αα
 

mm

 

))]]
••

 
RR

 
00

 

is the average usual (is the average usual (nonnon--dirdir) rate) rate
••

 
αα

 
the phase of the Earththe phase of the Earth

 
(as usual)(as usual)

••
 

hh
 

mm

 

is the  is the  modulation amplitudemodulation amplitude
 

(it strongly depends on the (it strongly depends on the 
direction of observation)direction of observation)

••
 

αα
 

mm

 

is the is the shift in the phase of the Earthshift in the phase of the Earth
 

(it strongly depends on (it strongly depends on 
the direction of observation)the direction of observation)

••
 

κκ/2/2ππ
 

is the is the reduction factorreduction factor
 

(it depends on the direction of (it depends on the direction of 
observation , but it is independent of the angle observation , but it is independent of the angle ΦΦ). This factor ). This factor 
becomesbecomes

 
κκ,,

 
after integrating over after integrating over ΦΦ..

••
 

κκ,,
 

hh
 

m m and and αα
 

m m depend only slightly on SUSY parameters and depend only slightly on SUSY parameters and μμ
 

rr



The The parameter parameter κκ
 

vs the polar anglevs the polar angle
 

ΘΘ
 in the case of in the case of A=A=3232; ; mm

 
χχ

 

=10 =10 GeV; Symmetric MGeV; Symmetric M--BB

Definite SenseDefinite Sense Sense not distinguishedSense not distinguished
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The The parameter parameter κκ
 

vs the polar anglevs the polar angle
 

ΘΘ
 in the case of in the case of A=A=3232;;mm

 
χχ

 

=10=1000
 

GeV;Symmetric MGeV;Symmetric M--BB

Definite SenseDefinite Sense Sense not distinguishedSense not distinguished
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The The parameter parameter κκ
 

vs the polar anglevs the polar angle
 

ΘΘ
 in the case of in the case of A=131A=131;;mm

 
χχ

 

=10 =10 GeV;Symmetric MGeV;Symmetric M--BB

Definite SenseDefinite Sense Sense not distinguishedSense not distinguished
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The The parameter parameter κκ
 

vs the polar anglevs the polar angle
 

ΘΘ
 in the case of in the case of A=131A=131;;mm

 
χχ

 

=10=100GeV;Symmetric M0GeV;Symmetric M--BB

Definite SenseDefinite Sense Sense not distinguishedSense not distinguished
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From the celestial From the celestial 
to galactic coordinatesto galactic coordinates

 z in the direction of sun, x in the radial direction z in the direction of sun, x in the radial direction 
(outwards), y perpendicular to the galactic plane.(outwards), y perpendicular to the galactic plane.
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The Diurnal variation of the rate in The Diurnal variation of the rate in 
Directional ExperimentsDirectional Experiments
••

 
We have seen that:We have seen that:

••
 

the parameters the parameters κκ
 

and hand hm m depend on the direction of depend on the direction of 
observation relative to the sunobservation relative to the sun’’s velocitys velocity

••
 

In a directional experiment the In a directional experiment the direction of direction of 
observation is fixed with respect to the earthobservation is fixed with respect to the earth..

••
 

Due to the rotation of the Earth during the day this Due to the rotation of the Earth during the day this 
direction points direction points in different parts of the galactic sky.in different parts of the galactic sky.

 So So the rate becomes time dependentthe rate becomes time dependent. It will show a . It will show a 
periodic dependence.periodic dependence.
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The rate depends on The rate depends on ΘΘ. . ΘΘ
 

depends depends 
on time due to the earthon time due to the earth’’s rotations rotation
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Diurnal variation of the Event RateDiurnal variation of the Event Rate
 

for a light for a light 
targettarget. . WIMP mass 10 GeV (top) and 100 GeV (bottom)WIMP mass 10 GeV (top) and 100 GeV (bottom)
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Diurnal variation of the Event Rate for a heavy targetDiurnal variation of the Event Rate for a heavy target. . 
WIMP mass 10 GeV (top) and 100 GeV (bottom)WIMP mass 10 GeV (top) and 100 GeV (bottom)
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CONCLUSIONS: CONCLUSIONS: NonNon--directional recoil directional recoil 
ExpsExps
••

 
The direct WIMP detection experiments have The direct WIMP detection experiments have 
made impressive progress. They have reached made impressive progress. They have reached 
sensitivities of 10sensitivities of 10--77

 
pb pb 

••
 

Given experimental results on a least three odd Given experimental results on a least three odd 
mass targets, all three nucleon cross sections mass targets, all three nucleon cross sections 
(coherent, proton spin and neutron spin)           (coherent, proton spin and neutron spin)           
can be extracted from the data.can be extracted from the data.
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CONCLUSIONS: NonCONCLUSIONS: Non--directional recoil Expsdirectional recoil Exps

IIa. The Modulation Amplitude h.IIa. The Modulation Amplitude h.
A good signature but:A good signature but:

••
 

It depends on two unknown parameters, It depends on two unknown parameters, 
the LSP mass andthe LSP mass and

 
the velocity distributionthe velocity distribution

••
 

It is small, less It is small, less than 2%.than 2%.
••

 
Its Its signsign

 
is also is also uncertain. uncertain. It is positive for It is positive for 

light targets. For heavy targets it is light targets. For heavy targets it is 
positive for light WIMPs and negative for positive for light WIMPs and negative for 
heavy WIMPsheavy WIMPs
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CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS: Non directional Exps.: Non directional Exps.
 IIb. IIb. Electron productionElectron production

 
during LSPduring LSP--

 nucleus collisionsnucleus collisions
••

 
During the neutralinoDuring the neutralino--nucleus collisions, nucleus collisions, electrons may electrons may 
be kicked off the atombe kicked off the atom

••
 

Electrons can be identified Electrons can be identified easier than nuclear recoils easier than nuclear recoils 
(Needed: low threshold ((Needed: low threshold (~0.25keV) ~0.25keV) TPC detectors)TPC detectors)

••
 

The The branching ratio branching ratio for this process depends on the for this process depends on the 
atomic number, atomic number, thethe

 
threshold energies threshold energies and the LSP and the LSP 

mass.mass.
••

 
For a For a threshold energy of 0.25 keVthreshold energy of 0.25 keV

 
the ionization the ionization 

event rate in the case of  a heavy target event rate in the case of  a heavy target can  exceed can  exceed 
the rate for recoilsthe rate for recoils

 
by an order of magnitudeby an order of magnitude..

••
 

Detection of hard XDetection of hard X--rays (30 keV) seams feasible rays (30 keV) seams feasible 
(branching  about 4%)(branching  about 4%)
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CONCLUSIONS: III. directionalCONCLUSIONS: III. directional
 

ExpsExps
••

 
A useful parameter is A useful parameter is κκ

 
the reduction factor the reduction factor 

relative to the non directional raterelative to the non directional rate
••

 
κκ

 
strongly depends on the polar angle strongly depends on the polar angle ΘΘ

 
((

 
the the 

angle between the direction of observation and angle between the direction of observation and 
the sunthe sun’’s velocity) s velocity) 

••
 

κκ≈≈1 in the most favored direction (1 in the most favored direction (ΘΘ==ππ
 

in in ΜΒΜΒ))
••

 
The modulation in a plane perpendicular to the The modulation in a plane perpendicular to the 
sunsun’’s velocity  can be quite large (up to 40%). s velocity  can be quite large (up to 40%). 
The time of the maximum depends on the The time of the maximum depends on the 
direction of observation.direction of observation.
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CONCLUSIONS: III. directionalCONCLUSIONS: III. directional
 

ExpsExps
 (continued)(continued)

••
 

As the Earth rotates the angle between the direction As the Earth rotates the angle between the direction 
of observation and the sunof observation and the sun’’s velocity is changing. s velocity is changing. 
Thus:Thus:

••
 

The event rateThe event rate
 

((κκ
 

) exhibits a periodic variation with a ) exhibits a periodic variation with a 
period of 24 hours.period of 24 hours.

••
 

The form of the variation depends on the WIMP massThe form of the variation depends on the WIMP mass
••

 
The amplitude of this variation depends on the The amplitude of this variation depends on the 
inclination of the line of observation. It can be quite inclination of the line of observation. It can be quite 
large for negative inclinations.large for negative inclinations.

••
 

The variation  persists even if the sense of direction is The variation  persists even if the sense of direction is 
not known, but the effect is smallernot known, but the effect is smaller

••
 

The experiments are hard, but the rewards are high The experiments are hard, but the rewards are high ……
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COMMON WISDOM!COMMON WISDOM!
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••THE ENDTHE END
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Slicing the Pie of the CosmosSlicing the Pie of the Cosmos
 

WMAP5:WMAP5:
 ΩΩCDM CDM ==0.240.24±±0.02,0.02,

 
ΩΩΛΛ

 

==0.720.72±±0.040.04,,
 ΩΩb b ==0.0.040422±±0.00.00303
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II:LSP Velocity Distributions and densityII:LSP Velocity Distributions and density
••

 
Conventional:Conventional:

 

Isothermal modelsIsothermal models
••

 
(1) Maxwell(1) Maxwell--BoltzmannBoltzmann

 

(symmetric or axially symmetric) (symmetric or axially symmetric) 
with characteristic velocity equal to the sunwith characteristic velocity equal to the sun’’s velocity around the center of s velocity around the center of 
the  galaxy, the  galaxy, υυ

 
ΜΒΜΒ

 

= = υυ

 
0 0 = 220 km/s, = 220 km/s, 

and escape velocity  and escape velocity  υυ

 
esc esc =2.84=2.84υυ

 
00

 

put in by hand.put in by hand.
••

 
(2)(2)

 

Modification of MModification of M--B characteristic velocityB characteristic velocity

 

υυ

 
ΜΒΜΒ

 

following thefollowing the
interaction of dark matter with dark energy:interaction of dark matter with dark energy:
υυ

 
ΜΒΜΒ

 

==

 

nnυυ

 
0 0 ,  ,  υυ

 
esc esc =n2.84 =n2.84 υυ

 
00

 

,,

 

n>1n>1
(Tetradis, Feassler and JDV )(Tetradis, Feassler and JDV )

••
 

Halow models employing Halow models employing EddingtonEddington’’s approachs approach: : Start with density Start with density 
ρρ==ρρ((rr). Solve Poisson). Solve Poisson’’s equation to get s equation to get ΦΦ

 
==ΦΦ((rr) ) 

ρρ==ρρ((ΦΦ) ) 
 

distribution f(distribution f(r,vr,v) (JDV) (JDV--Owen)Owen)
Also yield approximate axially symmrtric MAlso yield approximate axially symmrtric M--BB

••
 

Axially symmetric velocity distributions extracted from  realistAxially symmetric velocity distributions extracted from  realistic halo ic halo 
densities via simulations Tsallis type functions (Hansen, Host adensities via simulations Tsallis type functions (Hansen, Host and JDV)nd JDV)

••
 

Other nonOther non--thermal modelsthermal models::
--Caustic ringsCaustic rings

 

(Sikivie , JDV), (Sikivie , JDV), WIMPWIMP’’s in bound orbits etcs in bound orbits etc
--Sgr Dwarf galaxySgr Dwarf galaxyanisotropic flux,  (Green & Spooner)anisotropic flux,  (Green & Spooner)



The Eddington approachThe Eddington approach
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Velocity distribution obtained in the Velocity distribution obtained in the 
Eddington approachEddington approach
NFW Halo Density profileNFW Halo Density profile Axially symmetric MAxially symmetric M--BB
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The The parameter hparameter hmm
 

vs the polar anglevs the polar angle
 
ΘΘ

 in the case of in the case of A=32A=32; ; mmχχ
 

=100 =100 GeV GeV 
One sense (Left), Both senses (Right)One sense (Left), Both senses (Right)

 fine,fine,
 

thick,thick,
 

dashed <dashed <-->>ΦΦ=(0, =(0, ππ/2, /2, ππ))
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The The phase phase ααmm
 

vs the polar anglevs the polar angle
 in the case of in the case of A=32A=32; ; mmχχ

 

=100 =100 GeV GeV 
One sense (Left), Both senses (Right)One sense (Left), Both senses (Right)



From the celestial From the celestial 
to galactic coordinatesto galactic coordinates
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The circular path in the galactic systemThe circular path in the galactic system
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Differential Event rate Differential Event rate 
((time averaged) Form factor not includedtime averaged) Form factor not included
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Modulated differential event RateModulated differential event Rate
 (Form factor not included)(Form factor not included)
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NON RECOIL MEASUREMENTSNON RECOIL MEASUREMENTS

••
 

(a) Measurement of ionization electrons (a) Measurement of ionization electrons 
produced directly during the WIMPproduced directly during the WIMP--

 nucleus collisionsnucleus collisions
••

 
(b) Measurement of hard X(b) Measurement of hard X--rays following rays following 
the dethe de--excitation of the atom in (a)excitation of the atom in (a)

••
 

(c) Excitation of the Nucleus and (c) Excitation of the Nucleus and 
observation of the deobservation of the de--excitation excitation γγ

 
raysrays
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Relative rate for electron ionizationRelative rate for electron ionization
 (there are (there are Z electronsZ electrons

 
in an atom!)in an atom!)
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Detection ofDetection of
 

hard Xhard X--raysrays

••
 

After the ionization there is a probability for a After the ionization there is a probability for a K K 
or L holeor L hole

••
 

This hole deThis hole de--excites via excites via emitting Xemitting X--raysrays
 

or or Auger Auger 
electronselectrons..

••
 

the the fraction of Xfraction of X--rays per recoilrays per recoil
 

is:is:
σσX(nX(nℓℓ) ) //σσr  r  = b= bnlnl

 

((σσnnℓℓ//σσrr

 

))
 

with with σσnnℓℓ//σσr r the relative   the relative   
ionization rateionization rate

 
per orbit and per orbit and bbnnℓℓ

 

the the 
fluorescence ratiofluorescence ratio

 
(determined experimentally)(determined experimentally)
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The K XThe K X--ray BR in WIMP interactions in ray BR in WIMP interactions in 132 132 XeXe
 

for for 
masses: masses: LL30GeV30GeV, , MM100GeV100GeV, , HH300GeV300GeV
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Excitation of the nucleus:Excitation of the nucleus:
The average WIMP energy is:The average WIMP energy is:
••<T<Tχχ

 

>>≈≈40 40 keV nkeV n2 2 (m(mχχ
 

/100GeV)/100GeV)
•• TTχχ,max,max

 

≈≈
 

215215
 

keV nkeV n2 2 (m(mχχ
 

/100GeV)./100GeV).
 

ThusThus
•• mmχχ

 

=500GeV, n=2 =500GeV, n=2 
 <T<Tχχ

 

>>≈≈0.8 MeV, 0.8 MeV, TTχχ,max,max
 

≈≈
 

4 MeV4 MeV
••

 
So excitation of the nucleusSo excitation of the nucleus

 
appears appears 

possible in exotic models with very heavy possible in exotic models with very heavy 
WIMPsWIMPs
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Unfortunately,Unfortunately,
 Not all available energy is exploitableNot all available energy is exploitable!!

••
 

For ground to ground transitions (qFor ground to ground transitions (qmomentum, Q momentum, Q 
 

energy)energy)

••
 

For Transitions to excited statesFor Transitions to excited states

••
 

Both are peaked around Both are peaked around ξξ=1=1
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The recoil energy in keV as a function of the WIMP velocity, in The recoil energy in keV as a function of the WIMP velocity, in the the 
case of A=127.case of A=127.

 
Elastic scattering on the left and transitions to the  Elastic scattering on the left and transitions to the  

ΔΔ=50 keV excited state on the right.=50 keV excited state on the right.
 

Shown for  WIMP masses in Shown for  WIMP masses in 
the the 100100, , 200, 200, 500, 500, 10001000

 
and and 15001500

 
GeV. <GeV. <ξβξβ>=10>=10--33
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The average nuclear recoil energy:The average nuclear recoil energy:
 A=127;A=127;

 
ΔΔ==50 keV (left),50 keV (left),

 
ΔΔ==30 keV (right)30 keV (right)
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BR for transitions to theBR for transitions to the
 

first excited first excited 
statestate

 
at 50 keV of Iat 50 keV of I

 
vs LSP massvs LSP mass

 
(Ejiri; (Ejiri; 

Quentin, Strottman and JDV)  Quentin, Strottman and JDV)  Relative to nucleon  Relative to nucleon  
recoil. recoil. Quenching not included in the recoil Quenching not included in the recoil 
i) i) Left Left 

 
EE

 
th th =0 keV ii) =0 keV ii) Right Right 

 
EE

 
th th =10 keV=10 keV
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CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS: : Electron productionElectron production
 during LSPduring LSP--nucleus collisionsnucleus collisions

••
 

During the neutralinoDuring the neutralino--nucleus collisions, nucleus collisions, electrons may electrons may 
be kicked off the atombe kicked off the atom

••
 

Electrons can be identified Electrons can be identified easier than nuclear recoils easier than nuclear recoils 
(Needed: low threshold ((Needed: low threshold (~0.25keV) ~0.25keV) TPC detectors)TPC detectors)

••
 

The The branching ratio branching ratio for this process depends on the for this process depends on the 
atomic number, atomic number, thethe

 
threshold energies threshold energies and the LSP and the LSP 

mass.mass.
••

 
For a For a threshold energy of 0.25 keVthreshold energy of 0.25 keV

 
the ionization the ionization 

event rate in the case of  a heavy target event rate in the case of  a heavy target can  exceed can  exceed 
the rate for recoilsthe rate for recoils

 
by an order of magnitudeby an order of magnitude..

••
 

Detection of hard XDetection of hard X--rays  seams more feasiblerays  seams more feasible
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COMMON WISDOM!COMMON WISDOM!
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••THE ENDTHE END
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Techniques for direct WIMP detectionTechniques for direct WIMP detection
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Techniques for direct WIMP detectionTechniques for direct WIMP detection
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Another view (ApPEC 19/10/06)Another view (ApPEC 19/10/06)
 Blue Blue SUSY calculationsSUSY calculations

 
(parameters on top)(parameters on top)
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A: Conversion of the energy of the A: Conversion of the energy of the 
recoiling nucleus into detectable recoiling nucleus into detectable 
form (light, heat, ionization etc.)form (light, heat, ionization etc.)
••

 

The WIMP is non relativisticThe WIMP is non relativistic,< ,< ββ>>≈≈1010--33..

••

 

With few exceptions, it cannot excite the nucleus. It only With few exceptions, it cannot excite the nucleus. It only scatters off elastically:scatters off elastically:

••

 

Measuring the energy of the recoiling nucleus is extremely hardMeasuring the energy of the recoiling nucleus is extremely hard::
--Low event rateLow event rate

 

(much less than 10 per Kg of target per year are expected)(much less than 10 per Kg of target per year are expected)..
--Bothersome backgroundsBothersome backgrounds

 

(the signal is not very characteristic)(the signal is not very characteristic)..
--Threshold effectsThreshold effects..
--Quenching factorsQuenching factors..
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If we could see Dark MatterIf we could see Dark Matter
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Slicing the Pie of the CosmosSlicing the Pie of the Cosmos
 

WMAP3:WMAP3:
 ΩΩCDM CDM ==0.240.24±±0.02,0.02,

 
ΩΩΛΛ

 

==0.720.72±±0.040.04,,
 ΩΩb b ==0.0.040422±±0.00.00303



The positron excess in the high energy The positron excess in the high energy 
region of the PAMELA Experiment region of the PAMELA Experiment (red (red 
dots) dots) with predictions of secondary positron productionwith predictions of secondary positron production

 Nature 458:607Nature 458:607--609,2009 ;609,2009 ;
 

arXiv:0810.4995arXiv:0810.4995
 

(astro(astro--ph)ph)
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http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/0810.4995


A Theoretical ScenarioA Theoretical Scenario

••
 

To explain these data the following a scenario To explain these data the following a scenario 
is proposed involving a new gauge boson X  is proposed involving a new gauge boson X  
with mass around 1 GeV, which:with mass around 1 GeV, which:

••
 

Does not directly couple to hadronsDoes not directly couple to hadrons
••

 
Couples to leptonsCouples to leptons

••
 

Couples to the photonCouples to the photon
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Implications Implications 
on Direct Dark Matter Searcheson Direct Dark Matter Searches

 Crucial: The mixing parameter Crucial: The mixing parameter κκ
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A:Model IA:Model IΙΙ: Non: Non--standard mass standard mass 
mixing Mmixing M22

 
(the order is (A(the order is (A

 μμ
 

, X, X
 μμ  
, Z, Z

 μμ  
))

 Stueckelberg model (1938); Cors & Nath (2004)Stueckelberg model (1938); Cors & Nath (2004)
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••
 

Massless Mediator: Massless Mediator: κκ==cos(cos(θθ
 

WW

 

)(m)(m
 

YY

 

/m/m
 

XX

 

))
••

 
Massive Mediator:Massive Mediator:

 
κκ==--

 
cos(cos(θθ

 
WW

 

)(m)(m
 

YY

 

/m/m
 

XX

 

))



B:Model I: NonB:Model I: Non--standard kinetic standard kinetic 
mixing mixing ΚΚ

 
(the order is (A(the order is (A

 μμ
 

, X, X
 μμ  
, Z, Z

 μμ  
))

••
 

Massive mediator only: Massive mediator only: κκ==εε
 

cos(cos(θθ
 

WW

 

))
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The protonThe proton--WIMP cross sectionWIMP cross section
 for a massless mediatorfor a massless mediator
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The protonThe proton--WIMP cross sectionWIMP cross section
 for a massless mediatorfor a massless mediator
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Incorporating the Limits from WIMP Incorporating the Limits from WIMP 
searches (CDMSII &XENON10): searches (CDMSII &XENON10): σσ<10<10--77

 
pbpb
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Constrains on model II parametersConstrains on model II parameters

••
 

FeldmanFeldman--LiuLiu--Nath from cosmic ray experimentsNath from cosmic ray experiments
mm

 
yy

 

/m/m
 

X X = (1= (1--0.5) X100.5) X10--22

••
 

Direct Experiments (Majorana WIMPs):Direct Experiments (Majorana WIMPs):
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Incorporating the Limits from WIMP Incorporating the Limits from WIMP 
searches (CDMSII &XENON10): searches (CDMSII &XENON10): σσ<10<10--77

 
pbpb
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Event rates for the Iodine targetEvent rates for the Iodine target

Standard CDM; EStandard CDM; Ethth =5.0=5.0
Secluded, massless mediatorSecluded, massless mediator
EEthth = 5.0 keV= 5.0 keV
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The Ratio Rate(EThe Ratio Rate(E
 thth

 
)/Rate(E)/Rate(E

 min min ))  
WIMP masses 10, 50, 100, 200, 500 GeV (from bottom to top as on WIMP masses 10, 50, 100, 200, 500 GeV (from bottom to top as on left panel )left panel )

Standard WIMP EStandard WIMP Emin min =0=0
Secluded WIMP Secluded WIMP 
EE min min =5keV    E=5keV    E cutoff cutoff =0.038 keV=0.038 keV
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Limits from WIMP Searches Limits from WIMP Searches 
for Massive Mediatorfor Massive Mediator
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Constraining the models I and IIConstraining the models I and II
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Unconventional WIMP searchesUnconventional WIMP searches
Detection of Electrons directly Detection of Electrons directly 
produced from the exotic Boson:produced from the exotic Boson:
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Unconventional WIMP searchesUnconventional WIMP searches
Detection of very low energy Electrons directly Detection of very low energy Electrons directly 
produced from the exotic Boson: produced from the exotic Boson: 

••
 

The initial electron is boundThe initial electron is bound
••

 
The momentum transfer is small q=2mThe momentum transfer is small q=2mee

 

βξβξ
 

(2000 (2000 times times 
smaller than for a nucleon). There maybe a smaller than for a nucleon). There maybe a 
compensation coming from the fact that it is bound)compensation coming from the fact that it is bound)

••
 

Detecting low energy electrons may be advantageous Detecting low energy electrons may be advantageous 
compared to nuclear recoilscompared to nuclear recoils

••
 

Theoretically it relies on fewer model assumptions Theoretically it relies on fewer model assumptions 

••
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The differential Cross SectionThe differential Cross Section
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Cross SectionsCross Sections
 

for:for:
 άά==αα,,

 
mm

 XX
 

=1GeV=1GeV,,
 

mm
 χχ
 

=100GeV=100GeV, , ΖΖ=1=1
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Event Rates for:Event Rates for:
 άά==αα,,

 
mm

 XX
 

=1GeV=1GeV,,
 

mm
 χχ
 

=100GeV=100GeV, , ΖΖ=1=1
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Differential Event Rates for electron Differential Event Rates for electron 
detection from secluded WIMPSdetection from secluded WIMPS
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Detector RequirementsDetector Requirements
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The SACLAY Sphere The SACLAY Sphere 
(I. giomataris et al, JINST 3 (2008) P09007; arXiv:0807.2802.) (I. giomataris et al, JINST 3 (2008) P09007; arXiv:0807.2802.) 
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An optimistAn optimist’’s views view
WithWith

••
 
a threshold of a threshold of 10 eV10 eV

••
 

άά==αα
 

, , ((EM X boson EM X boson --
 

electron coupling often electron coupling often 
employed in the analysis of the PAMELA data) employed in the analysis of the PAMELA data) 
and  and  mm

 
X X =1GeV =1GeV 

••
 

one gets 9 events per Kg of target per yearone gets 9 events per Kg of target per year
••

 
The SCALAY sphereThe SCALAY sphere

One expects 500 events per yearOne expects 500 events per year
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Point of CautionPoint of Caution

••
 

The limit on gThe limit on g
 

s s --2 impses the constraint2 impses the constraint
••

 
άά/(m/(m

 
XX

 

))22<6x10<6x10--3 3 αα/(m/(m
 

XX

 

))2 2 

••
 

which means  which means  only 1.5 x 10only 1.5 x 10--4 4 events events per per 
yearyear
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Let us fall back to the photonLet us fall back to the photon

••
 

Like the standard WIMP searches. Only Replace Like the standard WIMP searches. Only Replace 
the proton by an electronthe proton by an electron

••
 

The massless mediator is the most important.The massless mediator is the most important.
••

 
Since the electron is bound there is no infra Since the electron is bound there is no infra 

red divergence, but the momentum tranfer can red divergence, but the momentum tranfer can 
be quite low yielding some enhancementbe quite low yielding some enhancement
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Massless mediator scattering electronsMassless mediator scattering electrons
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Cross SectionsCross Sections
 

for:for:
 mm

 χχ
 

=100GeV=100GeV, , ΖΖ=1,=1,
 
κκ=10=10--1010
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Differential Event Rates Differential Event Rates 
mm

 χχ
 

=100GeV=100GeV, , ΖΖ=1,=1,
 
κκ=10=10--1010
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For a massless mediatorFor a massless mediator

WithWith
••

 
a threshold of a threshold of 10 eV10 eV

••
 

κκ=10=10--1010

••
 

one gets one gets 55
 

events per Kg of target per yearevents per Kg of target per year
••

 
The SCALAY sphereThe SCALAY sphere

One expects One expects 25250 events per year0 events per year
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Unconventional WIMP searches: Unconventional WIMP searches: 
Detection of elecDetection of elec

••THE ENDTHE END
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The positron excess in the high energy The positron excess in the high energy 
region of the PAMELA Experiment region of the PAMELA Experiment 
Nature 458:607Nature 458:607--609,2009 ;609,2009 ;

 

arXiv:0810.4995arXiv:0810.4995

 

(astro(astro--ph)ph)
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http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/0810.4995
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LSP Velocity DistributionsLSP Velocity Distributions
••

 
Conventional:Conventional:

 

Isothermal modelsIsothermal models
••

 
(1) Maxwell(1) Maxwell--BoltzmannBoltzmann

 

(symmetric or axially symmetric) (symmetric or axially symmetric) 
with characteristic velocity equal to the sunwith characteristic velocity equal to the sun’’s velocity around the center of s velocity around the center of 
the  galaxy, the  galaxy, υυ

 
ΜΒΜΒ

 

= = υυ

 
0 0 = 220 km/s, = 220 km/s, 

and escape velocity  and escape velocity  υυ

 
esc esc =2.84=2.84υυ

 
00

 

put in by hand.put in by hand.
••

 
(2)(2)

 

Modification of MModification of M--B characteristic velocityB characteristic velocity

 

υυ

 
ΜΒΜΒ

 

following thefollowing the
interaction of dark matter with dark energy:interaction of dark matter with dark energy:
υυ

 
ΜΒΜΒ

 

==

 

nnυυ

 
0 0 ,  ,  υυ

 
esc esc =n2.84 =n2.84 υυ

 
00

 

,,

 

n>1n>1
(Tetradis, Feassler and JDV )(Tetradis, Feassler and JDV )

••
 

Adiabatic models employingAdiabatic models employing

 

EddingtonEddington’’s approachs approach: : 
ρρ((rr))ΦΦ((rr) ) 

 

f(f(r,vr,v) (JDV) (JDV--Owen)Owen)
••

 
Axially symmetric velocity distributions extracted from  realistAxially symmetric velocity distributions extracted from  realistic halo ic halo 
densities via simulations densities via simulations 

 

Tsallis type functions (Hansen, Host and JDV)Tsallis type functions (Hansen, Host and JDV)
••

 
Other nonOther non--thermal modelsthermal models::
--Caustic ringsCaustic rings

 

(Sikivie , JDV), (Sikivie , JDV), WIMPWIMP’’s in bound orbits etcs in bound orbits etc
--Sgr Dwarf galaxySgr Dwarf galaxyanisotropic flux,  (Green & Spooner)anisotropic flux,  (Green & Spooner)
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Tsallis type functions Tsallis type functions (for radial and (for radial and 
Tangential components) Tangential components) MBMB

 
aas qs q11

••
 

Adopt: q=3/4 (Normalized in one dimension)Adopt: q=3/4 (Normalized in one dimension)

••
 

Adopt: q=5/3 (Normalized in two dimensions)Adopt: q=5/3 (Normalized in two dimensions)
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I: MB and Tsallis functions.I: MB and Tsallis functions.
 Asymmetry Asymmetry ββ

 
((Hansen, Host and JDV)Hansen, Host and JDV)



II: Velocity distribution obtained in II: Velocity distribution obtained in 
the Eddington approachthe Eddington approach
NFW Halo Density profileNFW Halo Density profile Axially symmetric MAxially symmetric M--BB
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II Asymmetric Velocity Distribution II Asymmetric Velocity Distribution 
From Realistic Density ProfilesFrom Realistic Density Profiles

 In the Eddington ApproachIn the Eddington Approach

••
 

It can be fitted to an Axially Symmetric MIt can be fitted to an Axially Symmetric M--B B 
Velocity DistributionVelocity Distribution

••
 

The asymmetry parameter The asymmetry parameter ββ
 

is linked to the is linked to the 
angular momentum of DM fluidangular momentum of DM fluid
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TheThe
 

event rateevent rate
 

for the coherent for the coherent 
modemode
••

 

The number of events during time t is given byThe number of events during time t is given by::

Where:Where:
••

 

ttcohcoh

 

depends on nuclear physics, the WIMP mass and the velocity distrdepends on nuclear physics, the WIMP mass and the velocity distributionibution
••

 

ρρ(0)(0)::

 

the local WIMP densitythe local WIMP density≈≈0.3 GeV/cm0.3 GeV/cm33..
σσSS

 

pp,,χχ

 

: the WIMP: the WIMP--nucleon cross section. nucleon cross section. It is computed in a particle model.It is computed in a particle model.
It can be extractedIt can be extracted

 

from the data from the data once once ffcoh coh (A,m(A,mχχ

 

))

 

is knownis known
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Ia: tIa: tcohcoh
 

for a light target.for a light target.
 

QQthr thr =0 (top), =0 (top), 
5keV (bottom); MB 5keV (bottom); MB Left, Tsallis form Left, Tsallis form 


 
Right Right (asymmetry shown in both )(asymmetry shown in both )
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Ib:tIb:tcohcoh
 

for medium target.for medium target.
 

QQthr thr =0 (top), =0 (top), 
10keV (bottom); MB 10keV (bottom); MB Left, Tsallis form Left, Tsallis form 


 
Right Right (asymmetry shown in both)(asymmetry shown in both)



IIc:The time averaged event rate for a mediumIIc:The time averaged event rate for a medium--
 heavy target vs WIMP mass (zero threshold) heavy target vs WIMP mass (zero threshold) 
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IId:The time averaged event rate for a IId:The time averaged event rate for a 
mediummedium--heavy target vs WIMP massheavy target vs WIMP mass
EEthth =10 keV (no quenching)=10 keV (no quenching) EEthth =10 keV (quenching)=10 keV (quenching)
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IIe:The time averaged event rate for a light IIe:The time averaged event rate for a light 
target vs WIMP mass (zero threshold) target vs WIMP mass (zero threshold) 
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IIf:The time averaged event rate for a IIf:The time averaged event rate for a 
light target vs WIMP masslight target vs WIMP mass
EEthth =10 keV (no quenching)=10 keV (no quenching) EEthth =10 keV (quenching)=10 keV (quenching)
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Novel approachesNovel approaches: : Exploitation ofExploitation of
 other signaturesother signatures

 
of the reactionof the reaction

••
 

The modulation effectThe modulation effect: The  seasonal, due to the : The  seasonal, due to the 
motion of the Earth, dependence of the rate.motion of the Earth, dependence of the rate.

••
 

Asymmetry measurements in directional Asymmetry measurements in directional 
experiments experiments (the (the direction of the recoiling direction of the recoiling 
nucleusnucleus

 
must also be measured).must also be measured).

••
 

Detection of other particles (electrons, XDetection of other particles (electrons, X--rays), rays), 
produced during the LSPproduced during the LSP--nucleus collisionnucleus collision

••
 

The excitationThe excitation
 

of the nucleus (in some cases , of the nucleus (in some cases , 
heavy WIMP etc, that this is realistic) andheavy WIMP etc, that this is realistic) and

 detection of the subsequently emitted dedetection of the subsequently emitted de--
 excitationexcitation

 
γγ

 
rays.rays.
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THETHE
 

MODULATION EFFECT*MODULATION EFFECT*
 (continued)(continued)

••
 

R=RR=R0 0 (1+h(1+h
 

coscosαα))
((αα=0 around June 3nd)   =0 around June 3nd)   
••

 
h=modulation amplitudeh=modulation amplitude..

••
 
RR00

 

=average rate=average rate..
••

 
*n=2 corresponds to calculations with non *n=2 corresponds to calculations with non 
standard Mstandard M--B (Tetradis, Faeesler and JDV)B (Tetradis, Faeesler and JDV)
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Ia:hIa:hcohcoh
 

for medium target.for medium target.
 

QQthr thr =0 (top), =0 (top), 
10 keV (bottom); MB 10 keV (bottom); MB Left, Tsallis Left, Tsallis 
formformRight Right (asymmetry shown in both )(asymmetry shown in both )
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Ib:hIb:hcohcoh
 

for a light target.for a light target.
 

QQthr thr =0 (top), =0 (top), 
5keV (bottom); MB 5keV (bottom); MB Left, Tsallis Left, Tsallis 
formformRight Right (asymmetry shown in both )(asymmetry shown in both )



The directional event rate The directional event rate 
(The direction of recoil is observed)(The direction of recoil is observed)
••

 
The calculation will proceed in two steps:The calculation will proceed in two steps:

••
 

A) In a direction fixed in galactic coordinates:A) In a direction fixed in galactic coordinates:
--Due to the motion of the sun the directional Due to the motion of the sun the directional 
event rate will show event rate will show an asymmetry an asymmetry due to the due to the 
sunsun’’s motion around the galaxy.s motion around the galaxy.
--Due to the EarthDue to the Earth’’s annual motion it will show a s annual motion it will show a 
modulation with very characteristic signaturemodulation with very characteristic signature

••
 

B) In a direction of observation fixed in the lab.B) In a direction of observation fixed in the lab.
--Then Then Diurnal variation Diurnal variation due to the rotation of due to the rotation of 
the Earththe Earth BNL Seminar         Nov. 10/2010BNL Seminar         Nov. 10/2010
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The directional event rate* The directional event rate* 
(The direction of recoil is observed)(The direction of recoil is observed)
••

 
The event rate in a direction The event rate in a direction fixed in the galactic frame fixed in the galactic frame iis:s:

RR
 

dirdir

 

=(=(κκ/2/2ππ))RR
 

00

 

[1+h[1+h
 

mm

 

cos(cos(αα--αα
 

mm

 

ππ))]]
••

 
RR

 
00

 

is the average usual (is the average usual (nonnon--dirdir) rate) rate
••

 
αα

 
the phase of the Earththe phase of the Earth

 
(as usual)(as usual)

••
 

hh
 

mm

 

is the  is the  modulation amplitudemodulation amplitude
 

(it strongly depends on the (it strongly depends on the 
direction of observation)direction of observation)

••
 

αα
 

mm

 

is the is the shift in the phase of the Earthshift in the phase of the Earth
 

(it strongly depends on (it strongly depends on 
the direction of observation)the direction of observation)

••
 

κκ/2/2ππ
 

is the is the reduction factorreduction factor
 

(it depends on the direction of (it depends on the direction of 
observation). This factor becomesobservation). This factor becomes

 
κκ,,

 
after integrating over after integrating over ΦΦ, , 

since since κκ
 

is independent of the angle is independent of the angle ΦΦ..
••

 
κκ,,

 
hh

 
m m and and αα

 
m m depend only slightly on SUSY parameters and depend only slightly on SUSY parameters and μμ

 
rr

••
 

* Calculations by Faessler and JDV* Calculations by Faessler and JDV



The The parameter parameter κκ
 

vs the polar anglevs the polar angle
 

ΘΘ
 in the case of in the case of A=A=3232; ; mm

 
χχ

 

=10 =10 GeV GeV 

definite sense definite sense Both sensesBoth senses
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The The parameter parameter κκ
 

vs the polar anglevs the polar angle
 

ΘΘ
 in the case of in the case of A=A=3232; ; mm

 
χχ

 

=100 =100 GeV GeV 

definite sense definite sense Both sensesBoth senses
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The The parameter parameter κκ
 

vs the polar anglevs the polar angle
 

ΘΘ
 in the case of in the case of A=127A=127; ; mm

 
χχ

 

=10 =10 GeV GeV 

definite sense definite sense Both sensesBoth senses
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The The parameter parameter κκ
 

vs the polar anglevs the polar angle
 

ΘΘ
 in the case of in the case of A=127A=127; ; mm

 
χχ

 

=100 =100 GeV GeV 

definite sense definite sense Both sensesBoth senses
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The The parameter hparameter hmm
 

vs the polar anglevs the polar angle
 in the case of in the case of A=32A=32; ; mmχχ

 

=100 =100 GeV GeV 
One sense (Left), Both senses (Right)One sense (Left), Both senses (Right)
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The The phase phase ααmm
 

vs the polar anglevs the polar angle
 in the case of in the case of A=32A=32; ; mmχχ

 

=100 =100 GeV GeV 
One sense (Left), Both senses (Right)One sense (Left), Both senses (Right)



From the celestial From the celestial 
to galactic coordinatesto galactic coordinates
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From the celestial From the celestial 
to galactic coordinatesto galactic coordinates
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The Diurnal variation of the rate in The Diurnal variation of the rate in 
Directional ExperimentsDirectional Experiments
••

 
We have seen that:We have seen that:

••
 

the parameters the parameters κκ
 

and hand hm m depend on the direction of depend on the direction of 
observation relative to the sunobservation relative to the sun’’s velocitys velocity

••
 

In a directional experiment the In a directional experiment the direction of direction of 
observation is fixed with respect to the earthobservation is fixed with respect to the earth..

••
 

Due to the rotation of the Earth during the day this Due to the rotation of the Earth during the day this 
direction points direction points in different parts of the galactic sky.in different parts of the galactic sky.

 So So the rate becomes time dependentthe rate becomes time dependent. It will show a . It will show a 
periodic dependence.periodic dependence.
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The circular path in the galactic systemThe circular path in the galactic system
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The rate depends on The rate depends on ΘΘ. . ΘΘ
 

depends depends 
on time due to the earthon time due to the earth’’s rotations rotation
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Diurnal Variation of the rate (Diurnal Variation of the rate (κκ))
 CSCS

 22
 

Target & Fully DirectionalTarget & Fully Directional
WIMP MASS 10 GeVWIMP MASS 10 GeV WIMP MASS 100 GeVWIMP MASS 100 GeV
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Diurnal Variation of the rate (Diurnal Variation of the rate (κκ))
 Iodine Target & Fully DirectionalIodine Target & Fully Directional

WIMP MASS 10 GeVWIMP MASS 10 GeV WIMP MASS 100 GeVWIMP MASS 100 GeV
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Diurnal Variation of the rate (Diurnal Variation of the rate (κκ))
 CSCS

 22
 

Target& partly DirectionalTarget& partly Directional
WIMP MASS 10 GeVWIMP MASS 10 GeV WIMP MASS 100 GeVWIMP MASS 100 GeV
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Diurnal Variation of the rate (Diurnal Variation of the rate (κκ))
 Iodine Target& partly DirectionalIodine Target& partly Directional

WIMP MASS 10 GeVWIMP MASS 10 GeV WIMP MASS 100 GeVWIMP MASS 100 GeV
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NON RECOIL MEASUREMENTSNON RECOIL MEASUREMENTS

••
 

(a) Measurement of ionization electrons (a) Measurement of ionization electrons 
produced directly during the WIMPproduced directly during the WIMP--

 nucleus collisionsnucleus collisions
••

 
(b) Measurement of hard X(b) Measurement of hard X--rays following rays following 
the dethe de--excitation of the atom in (a)excitation of the atom in (a)

••
 

(c) Excitation of the Nucleus and (c) Excitation of the Nucleus and 
observation of the deobservation of the de--excitation excitation γγ

 
raysrays
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Relative rate for electron ionizationRelative rate for electron ionization
 (there are (there are Z electronsZ electrons

 
in an atom!)in an atom!)
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Detection ofDetection of
 

hard Xhard X--raysrays

••
 

After the ionization there is a probability for a After the ionization there is a probability for a K K 
or L holeor L hole

••
 

This hole deThis hole de--excites via excites via emitting Xemitting X--raysrays
 

or or Auger Auger 
electronselectrons..

••
 

the the fraction of Xfraction of X--rays per recoilrays per recoil
 

is:is:
σσX(nX(nℓℓ) ) //σσr  r  = b= bnlnl

 

((σσnnℓℓ//σσrr

 

))
 

with with σσnnℓℓ//σσr r the relative   the relative   
ionization rateionization rate

 
per orbit and per orbit and bbnnℓℓ

 

the the 
fluorescence ratiofluorescence ratio

 
(determined experimentally)(determined experimentally)
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The K XThe K X--ray BR in WIMP interactions in ray BR in WIMP interactions in 132 132 XeXe
 

for for 
masses: masses: LL30GeV30GeV, , MM100GeV100GeV, , HH300GeV300GeV
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Excitation of the nucleus:Excitation of the nucleus:
The average WIMP energy is:The average WIMP energy is:
••<T<Tχχ

 

>>≈≈40 40 keV nkeV n2 2 (m(mχχ
 

/100GeV)/100GeV)
•• TTχχ,max,max

 

≈≈
 

215215
 

keV nkeV n2 2 (m(mχχ
 

/100GeV)./100GeV).
 

ThusThus
•• mmχχ

 

=500GeV, n=2 =500GeV, n=2 
 <T<Tχχ

 

>>≈≈0.8 MeV, 0.8 MeV, TTχχ,max,max
 

≈≈
 

4 MeV4 MeV
••

 
So excitation of the nucleusSo excitation of the nucleus

 
appears appears 

possible in exotic models with very heavy possible in exotic models with very heavy 
WIMPsWIMPs
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Unfortunately,Unfortunately,
 Not all available energy is exploitableNot all available energy is exploitable!!

••
 

For ground to ground transitions (qFor ground to ground transitions (qmomentum, Q momentum, Q 
 

energy)energy)

••
 

For Transitions to excited statesFor Transitions to excited states

••
 

Both are peaked around Both are peaked around ξξ=1=1
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The recoil energy in keV as a function of the WIMP velocity, in The recoil energy in keV as a function of the WIMP velocity, in the the 
case of A=127.case of A=127.

 
Elastic scattering on the left and transitions to the  Elastic scattering on the left and transitions to the  

ΔΔ=50 keV excited state on the right.=50 keV excited state on the right.
 

Shown for  WIMP masses in Shown for  WIMP masses in 
the the 100100, , 200, 200, 500, 500, 10001000

 
and and 15001500

 
GeV. <GeV. <ξβξβ>=10>=10--33
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The average nuclear recoil energy:The average nuclear recoil energy:
 A=127;A=127;

 
ΔΔ==50 keV (left),50 keV (left),

 
ΔΔ==30 keV (right)30 keV (right)
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BR for transitions to theBR for transitions to the
 

first excited first excited 
statestate

 
at 50 keV of Iat 50 keV of I

 
vs LSP massvs LSP mass

 
(Ejiri; (Ejiri; 

Quentin, Strottman and JDV)  Quentin, Strottman and JDV)  Relative to nucleon  Relative to nucleon  
recoil. recoil. Quenching not included in the recoil Quenching not included in the recoil 
i) i) Left Left 

 
EE

 
th th =0 keV ii) =0 keV ii) Right Right 

 
EE

 
th th =10 keV=10 keV
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CONCLUSIONS: NonCONCLUSIONS: Non--directionaldirectional
••

 
The The modulation amplitude hmodulation amplitude h

 
is small less is small less than 2%than 2%

 
and depends and depends 

on the LSP mass. on the LSP mass. 
••

 
ItIt

 
depends on the velocity distributiondepends on the velocity distribution

••
 

Its Its signsign
 

is also is also uncertain. uncertain. For both MFor both M--B and Realistic B and Realistic 
distributions in the case of heavy WIMPSdistributions in the case of heavy WIMPS

 
it is positive for light it is positive for light 

systems and negative systems and negative for intermediate and heavy nucleifor intermediate and heavy nuclei. A . A 
good signature.good signature.

••
 

It may It may increaseincrease
 

as the energy cut off remains big (as in the as the energy cut off remains big (as in the 
DAMA experiment), but DAMA experiment), but at the expense of the number of at the expense of the number of 
counts.counts.

 
The DAMA experiment The DAMA experiment maybe consistentmaybe consistent

 
with the other with the other 

experiments, experiments, if  the spin interaction dominatesif  the spin interaction dominates. Then their . Then their 
contour plot should move elsewhere (with the spin proton cross contour plot should move elsewhere (with the spin proton cross 
section).section).

••
 

The modulation is reduced in fancy, but perhaps unrealistic, The modulation is reduced in fancy, but perhaps unrealistic, 
velocity distributions resulting from the coupling of dark mattevelocity distributions resulting from the coupling of dark matter r 
to dark energy or in adiabatic modelsto dark energy or in adiabatic models
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CONCLUSIONS: directionalCONCLUSIONS: directional
 

ExpsExps
••

 
κκ

 
((the reduction factor) is small. the reduction factor) is small. κκ≈≈1 in the most 1 in the most 

favored directionfavored direction
 

((ΘΘ==ππ
 

in in ΜΒΜΒ))
••

 
The modulation amplitude in the most favored The modulation amplitude in the most favored 
direction is direction is 0.02<h0.02<hmm

 

<0.1<0.1
 

(bigger than in non(bigger than in non--
 directional case) depending on the WIMP mass.directional case) depending on the WIMP mass.

••
 

In the perpendicular plane (In the perpendicular plane (κκ≈≈0.30.3) h) hmm

 

is much bigger:is much bigger:
| h| hmm

 

| | ≈≈0.30.3
 

(60% difference between maximum and (60% difference between maximum and 
minimum).minimum).

 
Both its magnitude and its sign depend on Both its magnitude and its sign depend on 

the azymouthal angle the azymouthal angle ΦΦ. A spectacular signal.. A spectacular signal.
 

Cannot Cannot 
be mimicked by other seasonal effects.be mimicked by other seasonal effects.
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CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS: : Electron productionElectron production
 during LSPduring LSP--nucleus collisionsnucleus collisions

••
 

During the neutralinoDuring the neutralino--nucleus collisions, nucleus collisions, electrons may electrons may 
be kicked off the atombe kicked off the atom

••
 

Electrons can be identified Electrons can be identified easier than nuclear recoils easier than nuclear recoils 
(Needed: low threshold ((Needed: low threshold (~0.25keV) ~0.25keV) TPC detectors)TPC detectors)

••
 

The The branching ratio branching ratio for this process depends on the for this process depends on the 
atomic number, atomic number, thethe

 
threshold energies threshold energies and the LSP and the LSP 

mass.mass.
••

 
For a For a threshold energy of 0.25 keVthreshold energy of 0.25 keV

 
the ionization the ionization 

event rate in the case of  a heavy target event rate in the case of  a heavy target can  exceed can  exceed 
the rate for recoilsthe rate for recoils

 
by an order of magnitudeby an order of magnitude..

••
 

Detection of hard XDetection of hard X--rays  seams more feasiblerays  seams more feasible
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COMMON WISDOM!COMMON WISDOM!
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••THE ENDTHE END
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Techniques for direct WIMP detectionTechniques for direct WIMP detection
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Techniques for direct WIMP detectionTechniques for direct WIMP detection
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Another view (ApPEC 19/10/06)Another view (ApPEC 19/10/06)
 Blue Blue SUSY calculationsSUSY calculations

 
(parameters on top)(parameters on top)
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A: Conversion of the energy of the A: Conversion of the energy of the 
recoiling nucleus into detectable recoiling nucleus into detectable 
form (light, heat, ionization etc.)form (light, heat, ionization etc.)
••

 

The WIMP is non relativisticThe WIMP is non relativistic,< ,< ββ>>≈≈1010--33..

••

 

With few exceptions, it cannot excite the nucleus. It only With few exceptions, it cannot excite the nucleus. It only scatters off elastically:scatters off elastically:

••

 

Measuring the energy of the recoiling nucleus is extremely hardMeasuring the energy of the recoiling nucleus is extremely hard::
--Low event rateLow event rate

 

(much less than 10 per Kg of target per year are expected)(much less than 10 per Kg of target per year are expected)..
--Bothersome backgroundsBothersome backgrounds

 

(the signal is not very characteristic)(the signal is not very characteristic)..
--Threshold effectsThreshold effects..
--Quenching factorsQuenching factors..
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If we could see Dark MatterIf we could see Dark Matter
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Slicing the Pie of the CosmosSlicing the Pie of the Cosmos
 

WMAP3:WMAP3:
 ΩΩCDM CDM ==0.240.24±±0.02,0.02,

 
ΩΩΛΛ

 

==0.720.72±±0.040.04,,
 ΩΩb b ==0.0.040422±±0.00.00303


